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The Elements of Direct Mail that 
Lead to Marketing Success

“In the spirit of guerrilla marketing, direct mail translates into one of the more 
profitable ways to touch existing and potential clients.” 

Jay Levinson and Al Lautenslager - Guerrilla Marketing in 30 Days

If you’ve been reading our recent newsletters, you’ll notice a theme . . . that traditional direct mail, 
email, and social media work best together. All have their place in a marketer’s tool kit—they 
do not cancel the need for the others, and may even work symbiotically, for example as when 
a postcard is sent offering a premium if the recipient provides an email address or likes a social 
media site.

Some Audiences Prefer Traditional Direct Mail
While we acknowledge the growing importance of email and web-based communication to reach 
customers and prospects, computers and mobile wireless devices like smartphones cannot by 
themselves reach everyone in a business or organization’s target market. That could change as the 
use of mobile wireless devices spreads (which is happening rapidly), but until that time, traditional 
direct mail still has a valuable place as a marketing tool.

Traditional direct mail is a good choice for some audiences (such as an older demographic whose 
adoption of web-based communications may be lagging younger audiences) and for anyone who 
clearly states a preference for direct mail.

Traditional direct mail is also a good choice for businesses and organizations whose target 
audience is local. Sustaining membership campaigns, fundraisers, and financial support appeals by 
community-based nonprofits are good examples where outreach by traditional direct mail to the 
homes of donors is likely to outperform email or a web-based appeal.

Anticipating the addition of, or even the switch to, web-based communication, businesses and 
organizations are collecting email addresses and starting permission-based newsletters and blogs. 
But until that task is complete, traditional direct mail could be the only way to reach a customer or 
prospect.



Successful Direct Mail in 3 Steps
To conduct a successful direct mail marketing campaign, you’ll need:  
1) a mailing list; 2) a mail piece; and 3) something to communicate that 
is of interest to your target audience. We’re making it sound simple, 
because it really is.

Notice that we said a successful direct mail marketing campaign. If you 
measure success as the response rate, then greater success comes 
from a series of mailings rather than a one-time drop.

The ideal number of mailings in a campaign is either three or seven, 
mailed close enough together to build recognition in the mind of the 
recipient. Studies show that the cumulative response spikes after three 
mailings, then reaches a point of diminishing return until the seventh 
mailing, then spikes again. Based on this fact, the response rate will be 
greater if you mail three times to a smaller list rather than one time to 
a larger list. Said another way, if your budget allows for mailing 3,000 
pieces, mail three times to 1,000 rather than one time to 3,000.

Step 1: The Mail List
The best response rate comes from mailing to those who are already 
familiar with your business or organization. This can be your customers 
(active and inactive), prospects who have contacted you for some 
reason, and referrals from customers or friends.

A list you put together yourself consisting of customers, prospects and 
referrals is known as a house list. A house list can be compiled from 
customer purchase transactions, donor records, membership rosters, 
and similar sources. In general, a house list produces a higher response 
rate than a purchased list because so many of the individuals on the 
list already know who you are.

If you want to expand your house list by adding a purchased list, a 
good technique is to submit the house list for data append. This adds 
demographic information (such as household income, gender of the 
head of household, home value, presence of children for residences; 
and annual sales volume, number of employees, and SIC code for 
businesses). Data append creates a profile of those on your house list, 
and then the profile can be used to select prospects whose profile is a 
match.

Using this technique, you’ll have a targeted mailing list of customers 
with whom you have an established business relationship and 
prospects whose demographic characteristics match those of your 
customers. If the list consists of businesses, you can further refine the 
list by searching the internet for the business’s website and gathering 
additional information to help you personalize a sales message.

As you prepare your mail list, keep this fact in mind: the mail list 
accounts for 60% of the response rate in any direct mail marketing 
campaign.

Step 2: The Mail Piece
Whether you are sending a postcard, a self-mailer, or several inserts in 
an envelope, the mail piece needs to be well designed so it catches the 
eye and the interest of the recipient. Seven seconds is the amount of 
time a recipient looks at a direct mail marketing piece before deciding 
what to do with it—read it now, set it aside to read later, or discard.

In today’s world of color, we recommend that you send full color 
mailers, regardless of size. The price of full-color printing has dropped 
dramatically, and is now affordable in quantities as low as 200 

pieces. Using full color also allows for the use of stock photography, 
professionally-designed graphics, and color used to emphasize a point 
and guide a reader around the mail piece.

Another possibility is to use a stark black and white design—this 
will stand out in contrast to full-color pieces. If you want to try this 
technique, please consult with us on the best paper to use for the 
mailer. Black and white can be dramatic; it can also look cheap 
depending on the design, printing process, and stock used.

The appearance of the mail piece accounts for 20% of the response 
rate.

Step 3: The Text (or Copy) and Offer
For businesses seeking to sell a product or service a traditional direct 
mail marketing piece always includes an offer and a call to action. 
The offer is worded to motivate the recipient to take action; the call 
to action tells the recipient what to do and may give a time frame for 
acting (known as creating a sense of urgency).

Not all direct mail marketing campaigns are launched for the purpose 
of generating sales leads. Other reasons for sending something 
through the mail include increasing name recognition or brand 
awareness, providing information, and making announcements.

Here are some additional elements that all direct mail marketing pieces 
should include:

•	 The	benefits	to	the	recipient. Persuasive text for a direct mail 
marketing piece tells the recipient what he ultimately wants to 
know—what’s	in	it	for	me. Translate product and service features to 
benefits, and overcome problems or fear with a solution. Appeal to 
emotion. Just remember to clearly state why the recipient should 
continue to read the mail piece or take the action you recommend.

•	 Your	company	name,	logo,	and	contact	information. Your company 
name and logo are important for establishing name recognition 
or brand awareness. However, they normally are not placed in a 
dominant position on the mail piece. Save that location for a reader 
benefit statement. Be sure that the contact information is easy to 
find and contiguous to the call to action.

•	 Return	address. Adding a return address implies that your business 
or organization is established and is committed to transparency in 
its communications. A return address, when used with the proper 
endorsement for mail that is undeliverable as addressed, will enable 
you to keep your mailing list current.

The offer or the wording on the mail piece accounts for 20% of the 
response rate.

The Final Step
We believe that the most important step for success in direct mail 
marketing is consistency. By using a consistent style in both design 
and copywriting and mailing regularly, you’ll increase awareness in the 
target audience and leverage the effect of your efforts. If you would like 
to discuss any aspect of a direct mail campaign, we would be glad to 
come to your office or set up a meeting at our location. Contact your 
sales representative at 763.425.4251 soon, and we’ll get started.
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Determining the Campaign Strategy
In the debate over whether to use traditional direct mail or email for marketing 
your company’s product or service, beware of using your personal experience 
or preferences to determine the marketing campaign strategy. To be blunt, your 
personal preferences are not a representative sample of the target audience and 
are irrelevant.

In the debate between direct mail and email, each individual in your target 
audience gets the final say-so as to which method is better. You can make some 
educated guesses based on demographics such as age or whether the individual is 
a consumer or buying for a business but, ultimately, you won’t know until you ask. 
Since that may be impractical or even impossible, the safest course is to use both. 
In additional, response rates go up when more than one communication method is 
used.

Avoid the problems that can arise by assuming that your personal experience or 
preferences for being contacted can be generalized to the target audience. Base 
your marketing strategy on actual research and proven facts.

Q
a

I am fairly proficient at Excel. Can I use it for my mail list?

Yes, provided you understand that even though Excel 
displays the information in rows and columns, it is not 
creating the tables of a relational database—so it has 
limitations when it comes to finding and sorting data 
(compared to a database program like Access).

There are two things to be aware of if you use Excel 
for a mailing list. The first is that it is possible to 
change the sort order of a single column while leaving 
all the other columns in their existing order, leading 
to a mismatch of the address elements in each row. 
The second is that when you “hide” rows or columns 
to change how the mail list displays, you are not 
eliminating the hidden data. It is still there, and so will 
be included in a file you provide to us for mailing.
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Plan for What Will be Seen First
When designing a post card or a self-mailer, it is important to consider what the recipient will see 
first. Mail arrives in a bundle, arranged from smallest to largest piece, and with all the address 
panels facing forward. Therefore, what the recipient will see first is the side of the mail piece that 
contains the mail panel. We mention this because of assumptions about the size and location of 
the mail panel, and the consequent inclination to think of the side without the mail panel as the 
most important part of the self-mailer.

There is no requirement that the mail panel take up the entire right-hand half of the mail piece. 
To qualify for a postage discount, the mail panel can be as small as 5 inches wide and 3 inches 
high (as measured from the lower right-hand corner). Provide the individual address lines are of 
standard length, this is enough room to locate the outbound address and the USPS-required bar 
code in the proper location within the mail panel. By reducing the size of the mail panel, you will 
provide space for additional information for a sales message and an attention-getting graphic.

AIDA: an acronym for Attention, Interest, Desire, 
Action, the four sequential steps of direct mail 
marketing copy.

Compiled: to assemble information collected 
from a variety of sources. These mail lists 
offered for rental are compiled from publicly 
available sources.

Database: a comprehensive collection of 
related data organized for convenient access, 
generally in a computer. A database is 
analogous to an electronic filing system.

Deduping: the removal of data from a mailing 
list where that information appears more than 
once.

Demographics: the characteristics of a 
population, either individual or business. 
Commonly used demographics include gender, 
race, age, income, disabilities, education, and 
home ownership. Also called demographic data.

EDDM: an acronym for Every Door Direct 
Mail, a program of the USPS, is a mailing sent 
to every dwelling unit (house, apartment, 
condominium, or mobile home) and business in 
a specific geographic area.

Field: in a database, a space allocated for one 
item of information. Fields are the smallest 
unit of information that can be accessed. In 
spreadsheets, fields are called cells.

House list: an internally-developed mail list 
consisting of the customers, members, or 
donors of a business or organization. A house 
list can also contain contact information for 
prospects who match the demographic profile 
of customers.

Prospect: in selling, an individual, company 
or organization that has been qualified as a 
potential customer.

Record: in a database, a record holds all the 
information about one item or subject. Records 
are composed of fields. A set of records 
constitutes a file.

Response device: an enclosure in a direct mail 
piece that allows the recipient to respond to the 
offer.

Response rate: the percentage of inquiries or 
other responses resulting from a mailing.

Suspect: in selling, an individual, company 
or organization that fits the marketing profile 
but has not yet been qualified as a potential 
customer.

Suppression file: a specific list of people who 
are not to be sent promotional mail—such 
as marketer’s current customers, bad debt 
customers, people who have requested not to 
receive direct mail promotions, and the DMA’s 
Mail Preference Service List.
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Landing Page Optimization
Why Landing Pages?
Customized landing pages can have a substantial impact on your 
campaign results—up to 70% according to Marketing Profs.

•	 Landing pages drive lead generation by synchronizing site and ad 
experience.

•	 They build trust and shorten the buying cycle by simplifying the 
experience and immediately giving visitors what they want.

•	 They’re easier to create, test, and optimize than standard website 
pages.

•	 Landing pages provide better insight into visitor segments than 
standard website pages, which tend to have more generic content. 
Specific messaging drives your target audience to a landing 
page to take the desired action (e.g. filling out a form, entering a 
contest, or placing an order).

•	 A focused landing page message is a strong indicator for higher 
rankings with search and pay-per-click engines.

The Conversion Page
The conversion page, aka confirmation or thank you page, lets 
visitors know their request went through.

•	 Required for tracking if using Google Website Optimizer to 
analyze and improve performance.

•	 Reinforces the relationship by thanking customers and helping 
them feel valued.

•	 Provides options for sharing, recommendations, and 
testimonials.

•	 Creates an opportunity to up-sell with additional, 
complementary offers.

Landing Page SEO
88% of web searchers are likely to click on the result that contains 
the exact words searched. SEO is as important for landing pages as it 
is for your website, according to Performics.

•	 Research the keywords/phrases your target market is 
searching in relation to the information your landing page 
presents.

•	 Naturally integrate those keywords and phrases into the 
landing page copy wherever you can.

•	 Optimize HTML elements by including keywords in ALT text, 
captions, and graphics file names.

•	 Incorporate these words, phrases and tags into the initial part 
of a given page’s content, but don’t overdo it.

Optimizing Credibility
Encourage action by easing anxieties and answer uncertainties, 
establishing trust and instilling confidence.

•	 Make sure your page is professional looking. First impressions 
matter!

•	 Rely on a readable URL; incorporate your logo at the top of the 
page.

•	 Display trust badges (Verisign, credit card logos, etc.) and 
place these graphical elements above the fold to influence 
decision makers to complete the purchase or request 
information.

•	 Add testimonials to your landing page to build confidence with 
actual names when possible.

•	 Include your telephone number and email address so the 
reader may contact you for more information.

We specialize in creating great direct marketing campaigns—
creating landing pages that close the deal for you, whatever the deal 
may be! Let us know if you’d like more information on our services. 
Contact your sales representative at 763.425.4251 to set up a free 
consultation.
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Selecting the Right Paper for the Job
“Mohawk believes that a new maker culture is emerging and, with it, 
incredible growth in uncoated, tactile paper grades, fueled by a new 

generation of designers and print buyers who appreciate craft and are 
looking for print to perform on multiple levels with the highest impact 

possible.” 
Bart Robinson, Senior Vice President – Mohawk Paper

As printers, we love paper. Paper adds a design element, 
influences the impression, and contributes to the overall appeal 
of a printed piece. Paper is also a critical variable in how well a job 
runs on press, in a high-speed copier or digital printer, or through 
the laser printer on your desktop.

For most printing jobs, there is a paper whose characteristics 
are best for the application. For example, if the printed piece is a 
trifold brochure, a sheet with good folding characteristics will be 
best. If the piece has significant ink coverage, than a paper with 
superior ink holdout will perform best.

It is our job to guide you through the many possibilities to 
match the paper to your printing project. This will be easier 
if you understand how the characteristics of paper affect the 
appropriateness for a specific printed piece.

Finish
The finish or surface of the paper has a significant effect on the 
final appearance of a printed piece. During manufacturing, paper 
fibers align themselves in an arrangement of peaks and valleys 

on the surface of the paper. The height of the peaks and depth of 
the valleys affects how the ink film lies on the surface. Ink film is 
approximately one micron thick; on a paper with little difference 
between the peaks and valleys, the ink density will be even, 
making the image appear sharp.

During the papermaking process, the paper surface can be made 
smooth by a process called calendaring. The paper is pressed 
between two rollers called calendars that smooth the surface. The 
greater the amount of calendaring, the smoother the surface.

Paper surface can also be altered by sizing or coating. Sizing is a 
solution added to paper to make it less absorbent. Sizing (rosin, 
glue, gelatin, starch, or modified cellulose) added to paper pulp 
is called internal sizing, while external or surface sizing treats the 
surface of the paper after it has dried. Sizing improves ink holdout.

Coating the surface of paper makes it smoother, imparts a sheen 
or gloss, and improves ink holdout. Kaolin clay is used as both filler 
and coating to impart gloss to paper. The gloss of the paper also 
affects the gloss of the ink—the glossier the paper, the glossier the 
ink. Depending on how much light the coating reflects, it will be 
termed gloss (high reflectivity) or matte (low reflectivity).

Writing, text, and cover papers may be given a finish either during 
the papermaking process or after it is completed. Popular finishes 
include smooth, vellum, cockle, felt, laid and linen.
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Brightness, Whiteness & Color
The brightness of a sheet of paper measures the percentage of a 
wavelength of blue light it reflects. Most papers reflect 60-90% 
of light; the closer to 100, the brighter the paper appears. The 
brightness of a paper affects readability, the perception of ink 
color, and the contrast between light and dark hues.

Brightness is not related to either color or whiteness. Although 
there are many papers called white, all have a definite hue. Most 
have a blue-white tint, though there is a wide shade variety. Like 
brightness, the hue of the white affects the perception of ink color 
and contrast. Off-white sheets produce less glare.

Paper color is determined during the papermaking process by 
adding pigment to the pulp. The perception of ink color can be 
altered depending on the color of the paper.

Grain
The fibers in paper lie in a single direction. As paper pulp moves 
forward on the papermaking machine’s wire screen, the fibers 
tend to align themselves in the direction of movement. When the 
grain runs the length of the paper, it is said to be long; when the 
grain is across the width of the paper, it is said to be short.

Grain direction directly affects paper strength and flexibility and is 
therefore significant when a printed piece will be folded or made 
into a booklet. Folding long grain stresses paper fibers; folding the 
short grain actually breaks them. When a fold must be made on 
the short grain, it is customary to score the sheet first to evenly 
break the fibers.

Grade
There are five basic categories of paper, called grades: bond, offset 
or uncoated book, coated book, text, and cover. Papers in different 
grades vary in content, appearance, end use, and original purpose. 
For example, the name bond was originally given to paper that 
was used to print bond and stock certificates. Today it is used to 
refer to paper used for letterheads, duplicating, and photocopying. 
Similarly, book paper was originally used to print books; cover 
paper was used for book covers.

Within each grade there are other distinctions depending on the 
brightness, opacity, and fiber content of the paper. Uncoated 
writing, bond, offset, duplicating, and photocopying papers can 
also be referred to as fine papers.

Basis Weight, Caliper & Bulk
The basis weight of paper is the weight in pounds of a ream (500 
sheets) of paper cut to the basic size of its category. The basic 
size for bond paper is 17” x 22”; for text, offset and coated papers 
25” x 38”; and 20” x 26” for cover paper. A ream of bond in its 
basic size weighs 20 pounds; the equivalent weight for offset 
paper is 50 pounds and for cover is 27 pounds. Pounds is often 
indicated by using the # sign, as in 20# bond. Basis weight is also 
called substance.

Each paper grade has a range of basis weights: 16# - 24# for 
bond; 50# - 70# for offset; 50# - 100# for coated book; 60# - 
100# for text; and 60# - 100# for cover.

The thickness of paper is called the caliper; it is measured in 
thousands of an inch and referred to as point size (This is different 
than the point size in typography, which measures the height of 
characters in a font.) One-thousandth of an inch equals one point, 
so 10 point paper has a thickness of 0.10 inch. The caliper of paper 
is not related to basis weight—a smaller-sized, thick sheet may7 
have the same basis weight as a thinner paper in a larger basic 
size.

Paper bulk defines thickness relative to basis weight. A paper may 
be bulkier than another grade while still having the same basis 
weight.

What it all means
From this description, we hope you can see that selecting 
paper means more than choosing a color and thickness. Our 
knowledgeable customer service staff will guide you toward the 
grade that is best for your project. Call us at 763.425.4251 for 
more information.
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With Sincere Appreciation

We know you have many choices in doing 
business, and we Thank You for choosing us.

Visions wishes you and yours all the best in the 
New Year, and we look forward to serving you in 
2017.

Thank you!
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